Radiation exposure during CT imaging has become a major concern for imaging device manufacturers, radiologists, patients and radiation safety organizations, such as the French Radioprotection and Nuclear Safety Institute (IRSN). Using the iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms offered by device manufacturers is one of the approaches implemented to reduce radiation exposure. Numerous investigations have been carried out to assess the impact of IR algorithms, usually by testing their results against filtered back projection (FBP). The majority of these studies have used both algorithms to reconstruct the same raw data and then made a head-to-head comparison. In other studies, successive acquisitions of the same patients were compared, but with different exposure parameters. Finally, IR algorithms have also been evaluated using phantom studies. Even if some variability is observed depending on the methodology used, the region examined, the image quality required and the algorithm itself, the results of these studies are consistent. The latest IR algorithms significantly enhance the signal/noise ratio while maintaining image quality and, more importantly, spatial resolution. These improvements, whatever the anatomical region examined, make it possible to reduce exposure parameters, hence decreasing patient radiation dose. Many authors therefore consider that they are a suitable alternative to FBP [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Taken together, these two studies confirm the increasing interest shown for techniques that help reduce radiation exposure. Undoubtedly, IR algorithms help achieve better performances. Impressive progress has been made and their conditions of use continue to be improved. Such technical and practical developments, readily achieved using dose management programs [11] , should not only lead to the reexamination of diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) but also reevaluation of reimbursement decision making by national health care systems with incentive measures supporting the use of IR.
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